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About This Game

Remember the good old Beat 'em Ups like Little Fighter, Double Dragon or Streets of Rage? Made in 150 days by one dude,
Battle Forever is an homage to this games and to the days were your only worries were your homework and your supply of

chocolate!

Choose your character and jump right into this arcade Beat em Up! Use your fists and your awesome special attacks to destroy
your enemies and save the country from the evil Professor S., a mad scientist who wants to create the ultimate warrior.

Set new highscores and challenge various enemies like stupid bullies or the infamous copier of doom! Try your best in 13 stages
filled with loads of dudes who think they are better in punching faces than you or try to survive as long as possible in the

Survival Mode. Teach them better!

You can choose between four different and unique characters. Every fighter comes with his own special abilities. Shoot fireballs
or freeze your enemies with cold ice shards! No face will be unpunched in this epic battle!

The details:

- Full Controller Support
- 2D Arcade Beat 'em Up
- 4 Playable Characters

- 13 Stages In Total
- Campaign, Level Selection and Survival Mode
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- 16 ingame achievements to unlock!
- Made with Unity2D

- Everything (except the music) is made by me
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Title: Battle Forever
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Inferno Games
Publisher:
Inferno Games
Release Date: 3 Jun, 2016
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I don’t usually write a review about games I’ve played because I’m too lazy
But I decided to do so even after playing Cyberpong for a few hours.

It’s a damn good work out if you’re hitting 4+ balls

I haven’t tried out multi-player mode yet, but am already excited to check it out

Highly recommended to everyone. Really good game for an indie developer, nice and adjustable difficulty level from easy going
to challenge for hardcore turnbased strategy gamers. I can totally recommend this game, worth every penny.. purchased nothing
happened?@.@. This Amazing Software. The Name Itself says what it does.. It's called One Ship Two Ship Redshift Blueshift
for god's sake

Buy it.

. The Good:
Aesthetically, it is the best implementation of the game in VR.
It makes good use of VR and Vr really adds to the experience.
It has real potential if issues are addressed.

Things that I would like to see (and the bad)
There seems to be no real challenge. What is there is fine for a sort of 'zen' mode and should be kept for that.
But it needs a harder mode with a timer - so you have a bit a of panic when up against the clock.
When you have no more moves, the tiles are automatically shuffled - why? Isn't the the very idea of the game to think a strategy
to avoid this and to take the correct tiles to solve the puzzle. Obviously, the stages would have to be worked out so that it is the
players fault (rather than the game's) if you get the tiles locked.
The one thing that made it totally unplayable for me is when I found out that if you click a tile, the matching tile (if there is one)
is highlighted. This removes the very last bit of challenge. All you really need to do is randomly click on tiles and let the game
tell you where the matching tile is.

Please put me right if I have any of this wrong (and I will change the review) - or if there is an option I missed somewhere. I
could not find one.

So, these issues make it pretty unplayable for me - I did not refund, as I want to support the development of the game and hope
to see these issues addressed in a patch. If they are, I will change my negative into a positive and this will be then well worth the
price being asked.

My advice, hold up until it some of these gameplay issues are patched.. fun but no servers
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This game is okay. There's one big disadvantage though: the game won't save. I found out when I logged in the second time after
83 min. of play. No refund.... Refund button works
10/10 steam refunds. It 'works' in VR, but I definitely don't recommend it. It will make you sick.
This game is nothing more than moving around and looking at objects.
The idea of it being an MMO must be taken with a grain of salt. You might only see another player as a wisp of light.
There are no interactions to be had between other players aside from seeing their wisp.

The only goal is to move around and see the terrain and maybe pick up an apple.. GREAT NEW CHANGES AND FUN TO
PLAY.. I caught this on sale for $4.99 at this price point I think its worth it.

I enjoyed this series until the last two mission kept breaking endlessly. I finally got mission 14 to cooperate after running it 3
times through but mission 15 is completely broken now on 2.5.2. I still recommend it though considering the first 13 missions
are fantastic and not a single issue with them.

You NEED to have a strong understanding on how to start the hog from the ramp and how to aerial refuel. (If you can't aerial
refuel you can always bring extra gas but it makes flying a bit more difficult since you'll be overweight.)

The wingmen you get are required in some missions where you have to destroy 40+ vehicles so make sure you can task them
correctly. I do hate how sometimes when you send them to refuel they crash into the tanker and making it harder for yourself to
land safely.. Conceivably this is a good program but I haven't been able to run it. Emails to the developer go unanswered after 2
weeks. Quite possibly the worst customer support I've encountered in 15 years of computer music production.

I'd love to recommend it, but it does not launch in any capacity on my machine, and the company does not seem to care enough
to provide adequate support. Stunningly awful.. don't recommend the game in its current sate as:

the game IS nice looking and there are a lot of great ideas they are going for to innovate or change themselves from darksouls.
however, the game is unplayable as the combat is broken at a fundamental level.

imagine darksouls as a base for what the combat is like. however, the dodge, your only way of avoiding attacks, does not
actually make you unhittable, which is fine, its more of a preemptive dodge now, but more importantly, doesn't even go in the
right direction all the time. literally just goes the opposite direction 10% of the time.
you have two attacks, light and strong. Not only do your attacks just blatantly not hit sometimes, they also often feel input
delayed even when you arent low on stamina. the whole point of dark souls combat is the level of skill in it, but blade and bones
is just too wonky, uninteresting, and frustrating.. Sorry i dont like the game. The think is good. Hi

  My concerns seem to be falling on deaf ears,not even a reply.I say again,that I HAVE NOT received my SP2 update through
STEAM.I am assuming this is DTG's fault,cannot believe it is STEAM.It has been available on the developers sight for weeks
now.WHEN are we to receive it through STEAM. I would be grateful if someone can reply this time Thanks. this game is fun
and challenging you can do what your supposed to do
 and you can just mess around with the physics
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